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< >Wed 17th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

4:00pm

YAGP 2024 Final

Round (Junior and

Senior)

YAGP

Over 15,000 talented young

dancers from 86 countries

on 5 continents auditioned

all over the world for a spot

in the New York City Finals.

The Final Round will feature

some of the most promising

young dancers on the

planet as they audition for

scholarships, job offers, and

prizes. 

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes

int/adv

Orisha Wholeness

This class is an

intermediate/advanced

class with some beginner

flavors for those who have

been line dancing for a

while and/or for those who

want to challenge

themselves.   Come out and

learn some of the latest line

dances and challenge

yourself. This class is FREE 

and open to all

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

 

7:30pm

tell me what your

god look like by.

angel edwards
 

Thu 18th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

11:30am

Open Level Ballet

Dance Matters NYC

Affordable Class Series at

Dance Matters NYC Class

prices starting at $13/class,

with packages available!

Open Level Ballet -

Tuesdays at 10am /

Thursdays at 11:30am

Whether you are a former

dancer looking to move

again, or a professional in

the industry, Open Level

Ballet offers a nurturing and

creative environment - all

while challenging students.

Dancers can modify the

given class exercises if…

 

5:00pm

Clock, Fall:

Choreorobotics and

Near Futures of

Choreographic

Practice Presented By Sydney

Skybetter

Sydney Skybetter

Harvard University’s

Mahindra Humanities

Center Theater and

Performance Seminar and

metaLAB (at) Harvard

announce its spring keynote

seminar Clock, Fall:

Choreorobotics and Near

Futures of Choreographic

Practice, presented by

choreographer and Dean at

Brown University, Sydney

Skybetter. The seminar will

 

5:30pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

 

6:00pm

Line dance classes

Orisha Wholeness

If you have never

line danced before

or just started line dancing,

this class is for you.  Some

of the latest beginner soul

line dances will be broken

down to allow anyone a

 

7:00pm

Martha Graham

Dance Company -

Spring 2024 New
 

Fri 19th

9:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

10:00am

Hivewild Open Class

Hivewild

HIVEWILD OPEN CLASS 2024 Spring Series Led by Hivewild's

choreographer Katherine Maxwell, class is an invitation to connect with

the body while sourcing tools from intuition and education. As effort builds from

personal curiosities to group tasks and games, class will culminate into phrase

work built upon the resonating themes of the day. Phrases crafted are ever-

changing but reliably athletic,…

 

11:00am

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation

RA MA Yoga New York

A unique and powerful form of yoga that can be particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on activating and harnessing the dormant energy at

the base of the spine, often referred to as "kundalini energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of vitality, creativity, and spiritual awareness. It promotes

physical fitness, mental well-being, and a deeper understanding of the connection

between…

 

7:00pm

Saṃbhūya: Understanding the Brain Through Dance: A Bharatanatyam

Recital

Sloka Iyengar

Sloka Iyengar, a Bharatanatyam artist and neuroscientist, brings together

her two passions in Saṃbhūya. A Sanskrit word that means “through joint effort,”

Saṃbhūya is both a performance and a demonstration that articulates how the

sciences and the arts are complementary ways of appreciating the world around

us.  Saṃbhūya: Understanding the Brain Through Dance: A Bharatanatyam

Recital…

 

7:00pm

Secret Place

Miro Magloire's New Chamber Ballet

Choreographer Miro Magloire presents his New Chamber Ballet in

"Secret Place," a casual gathering of five people dancing - a tribute to

the power of the group.   Magloire has set his ballet to music by contemporary

composer Reiko Fueting, 17th century composer Johann-Paul von Westhoff and,

in a new section, J.S. Bach's Chaconne.  Dancers are Anabel Alpert, Megan Foley,

Nicole McGinnis, Amber…

 

7:00pm

“Stars of Today Meet the Stars of Tomorrow: Best of 25 years” Gala

YAGP - YOUTH AMERICA GRAND PRIX

SEE THE FUTURE OF DANCE TODAY at this spectacular evening of

dance, featuring some of the most loved pieces from YAG's 25 years of

electrifying shows. "Stars of Today Meet the Stars of Tomorrow" is an annually

sold-out, spectacular Gala performance featuring the top winners of the YAGP

international student ballet competition and guest stars from the world's leading

dance companies. Hailed…

 

7:00pm

Somatic Healing Group: February 2024-June 2024

Dance Entropy/Green Space

Cultivate Physical, Emotional, And Mental Growth Using Movement,
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angel edwards

Black Aesthetics

at Judson Arts Wednesdays

tell me what your god look

like, considers the infinite

ways we socially and

culturally construct god. As

an artist at the end of this

world, I am testing out a

faith practice and troubling

the concept and

constructions of god.

Through movement, visual

projections, reggae and

gospel, and writing we'll

traverse this wobbly and

beautiful multiverse. This

performance is mask-

required and will include…

 

7:30pm

Absolute Beginners

Workshop

Flamenco NYC

Absolute

Beginners is the ideal

workshop to start dancing

flamenco. We will cover and

practice all basic aspects for

students without prior

flamenco dance experience.

Classes will focus on strong

footwork, upper body

coordination, understanding

flamenco music and

compás, proper posture and

breathing. We will begin to

develop the muscle

strength and dance skills

necessary for flamenco

dance as we learn…

 

7:30pm

Martha Graham

Dance Company -

Spring 2024 New

York Season

Martha Graham Dance

Company - Spring 2024

New York Season

The Martha Graham Dance

Company’s spring 2024

New York season,

entitled American Legacies,

extends the Company’s

exploration of American

themes and marks the first

of three New York seasons

as part of GRAHAM 100,

the Company’s three-year

centennial celebration. 

The season features Martha

Graham’s celebrated

masterwork Appalachian

Spring (1944), with a

luminous score by Aaron

Copland and…

 

7:30pm

2024 Spring

Season

Tom Gold Dance

Tom Gold Dance

returns to The Kaye

Playhouse at Hunter

College, Wednesday, April

17 and Thursday, April 18

for its annual spring season.

In this all-Tom Gold

program, the Company will

present revivals of

Counterpoint (2017) and

Rapid Oxidation (2018), as

well as a World Premiere to

the music of Ezio Bosso.

Featuring artists of New

York City Ballet and live

music.

 

7:30pm

NEW Beginner

Contemporary

Class for $14

New York Theatre

Ballet

Class Description  Beginner

Contemporary Class with

expressive, dynamic

movement material to build

strength, balance, stamina,

focus, and work on

technique, movement skills,

concentration, and self-

awareness. With a strong

emphasis on movement

from the core, connecting

physicality and emotionality,

allowing dancers to explore

and own their individual

voice, take chances, and

dance to their fullest. 

About…

 

7:30pm

Afro'Dance Open

Level

Broadway Dance

Center

Dance with ANGEL KABA.

International Creative &

Artistic Director, has been

collaborating with artists

such as Coolio, Orishas,

Kaye Styles, Rihanna, Kayne

West, Taye Diggs and

others. Further notable

experiences involved

stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing

for world renowned brands

like Coca Cola, Levi's,

Fructis by Garnier, Nutella,

Universal, RocNation, MTV,

NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

8:00pm

YAGP 2024 Final

Round (Junior and

Senior)

YAGP

Over 15,000 talented young

dancers from 86 countries

on 5 continents auditioned

all over the world for a spot

in the New York City Finals.

The Final Round will feature

some of the most promising

young dancers on the

planet as they audition for

scholarships, job offers, and

prizes. 

 

Spring 2024 New

York Season

Martha Graham Dance

Company - Spring 2024

New York Season

The Martha Graham Dance

Company’s spring 2024

New York season,

entitled American Legacies,

extends the Company’s

exploration of American

themes and marks the first

of three New York seasons

as part of GRAHAM 100,

the Company’s three-year

centennial celebration. 

The season features Martha

Graham’s celebrated

masterwork Appalachian

Spring (1944), with a

luminous score by Aaron

Copland and…

 

7:00pm

YAGP 25th

Anniversary Gala

Performance and

Dinner

YAGP - YOUTH AMERICA

GRAND PRIX

SEE THE FUTURE OF

DANCE TODAY! 25 years

ago, Youth America Grand

Prix (YAGP) changed the

way the dance world looks

for talent. Today, it is the #1

source of talented dancers

for the world's dance

schools and companies,

with 450 YAGP alumni

dancing in 80 companies

around the globe, including

The Royal Ballet, Paris

Opera Ballet, New York City

Ballet and American Ballet

Theatre.   The YAG 25th…

 

7:00pm

Immersive Makers

Workshop Series

Third Rail Projects

Immersive Makers

Workshop Series with Tom

Pearson Spring Series

– April 11 through May 30,

2024 Thursdays from

7:00PM* to 9:30PM

Eastern Time (2.5 hrs each)

$600 for all 8 Sessions

Drop ins and subsidized

sign ups available in late

March/early April. Third Rail

Projects Gift Cards

accepted. ON ZOOM Tom

Pearson, co-

founder/director of Third

Rail Projects and director of

the Global Performance…

 

7:00pm

Kundalini Yoga and

Meditation

RA MA Yoga New

York

A unique and powerful form

of yoga that can be

particularly beneficial for

dancers. It focuses on

activating and harnessing

the dormant energy at the

base of the spine, often

referred to as "kundalini

energy." This energy is

believed to be a source of

vitality, creativity, and

spiritual awareness. It

promotes physical fitness,

mental well-being, and a

deeper understanding of

the connection between…

 

7:30pm

2024 Spring

Season

Tom Gold Dance

Tom Gold Dance

returns to The Kaye

Playhouse at Hunter

College, Wednesday, April

17 and Thursday, April 18

for its annual spring season.

In this all-Tom Gold

program, the Company will

present revivals of

Counterpoint (2017) and

Rapid Oxidation (2018), as

well as a World Premiere to

the music of Ezio Bosso.

Featuring artists of New

York City Ballet and live

music.

 

7:30pm

Hip Hop BASIC

Broadway Dance

Center

Dance with

ANGEL KABA. International

Creative & Artistic Director,

has been collaborating with

artists such as Coolio,

Orishas, Kaye Styles,

Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye

Diggs and others. Further

notable experiences

involved

stage/television/commercial

performances and dancing

for world renowned brands

like Coca Cola, Levi's,

Fructis by Garnier, Nutella,

Universal, RocNation, MTV,

NBC, and SNAPCHAT.

Dance…

 

8:00pm

Las SinSombrero

Flamenco

Danza España

Back by popular

demand, Danza España will

return to Thalia Spanish

Theatre with LAS

SINSOMBRERO

FLAMENCO, which is based

on the Spanish women

artists of The Generation of

‘27, known as “Las

SinSombrero” who believed

in a fair society seeking

autonomy, professional

careers, and intellectual

freedom equal to men. 

Created & Choreographed

by Elisabet Torras;

Danza España Artistic

Director…

 

8:30pm

Apertures, a dance concert,

presented by the Lewis

Center for the Arts’ Program

in Dance

Lewis Center for the Arts at

Princeton, University

Apertures is an evening of

two distinctive dance works

by Princeton seniors Mei

Geller and Jasmine Rivers.

The works question ideas of

(in)visibility and imagine

alternative openings beyond

dichotomous structures of

control. Apertures explores

the interstitial crossroads of

multiple identities and ideas

and invites the audience to

witness a glimpse of eternal

processes of transformation.

“please…

 

Cultivate Physical, Emotional, And Mental Growth Using Movement,

Expressive Work, And Group Dynamics! New Session Announced:

February 2024-June 2024 Facilitator: Valerie Green, CCEP, Certified Practitioner

in Core Energetics and Body/Mind Fitness When: 10 Every Other Week Sessions,

Tuesdays 7pm-9pm 2/13, 2/27, 3/12. 3/26, 4/9, 4/23, 5/7, 5/21, 6/4, 6/18

*Attendance of a minimum of 8 sessions is…

 

7:30pm

DANCE INQUAIL!

DANCE IQUAIL!

The Philadelphia-based DANCE IQUAIL!, founded and directed by Dr.

Iquail Shaheed, returns to the Ailey Citigroup Theater with two NY

premieres by Christian von Howard and Dr. Shaheed (the first Black male to earn a

Doctor of Philosophy degree from Texas Women's University).   The evenings will

see the NY premiere of Shaheed's "Rain: A Psalm for JHM," and his 2019 "Fly." 

 Also receiving…

 

7:30pm

Martha Graham Dance Company - Spring 2024 New York Season

Martha Graham Dance Company - Spring 2024 New York Season

The Martha Graham Dance Company’s spring 2024 New York season,

entitled American Legacies, extends the Company’s exploration of

American themes and marks the first of three New York seasons as part of

GRAHAM 100, the Company’s three-year centennial celebration.  The season

features Martha Graham’s celebrated masterwork Appalachian Spring (1944), with

a luminous score by Aaron Copland and…

 

7:30pm

Harlem Stage E-Moves Presents Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Company

Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Company

Bill T. Jones has participated in various presentations at Harlem Stage

since the 1980s; in 2006, he created the Harlem Stage commission

Chapel/Chapter, inaugurating the Harlem Stage Gatehouse with what The New

York Times would deem the “most affecting, the most disturbing, the most

powerful, and the most compassionate” dance. He returns to Harlem Stage to

present a dynamic program of works, including…

 

8:00pm

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in

Mpumalanga|Nelspruit|Gauteng|Johannesburg|Pretoria|Limpopo|Polokwane|Northwest|

+27833895606 Powerful Traditional Healer in South Africa Gauteng

Profabraham

Traditional Healer in Zambia. Traditional healers in Zambia are consulted by

people in communities for health problems such as Malaria, Tuberculosis, HIV and

AIDS, mental health, and many others. Mutumwa Nchimi practitioners in Zambia

today are neotraditional healers who specialize in the diagnosis and curing of

illnesses and misfortunes allegedly caused by wizardry (buloshi). In this category,…

 

8:00pm

Las SinSombrero Flamenco

Danza España

Back by popular demand, Danza España will return to Thalia Spanish

Theatre with LAS SINSOMBRERO FLAMENCO, which is based on the

Spanish women artists of The Generation of ‘27, known as “Las SinSombrero” who

believed in a fair society seeking autonomy, professional careers, and intellectual

freedom equal to men.  Created & Choreographed by Elisabet Torras;

Danza España Artistic Director…

 

8:00pm

Dominca Greene

Triskelion Arts

Dominica Greene is a bi-racial Black woman who cherishes and channels

her Caribbean heritage and Queerness into an art-based existence. A

dance artist, she has collaborated and performed nationally and internationally with

many notable choreographers and companies. Based on the unceded lands of the

Munsee Lenape people, Greene creates conceptual, body-based art rooted in her

belief that dance is not…

 

8:00pm

Embroidery Digitizing Service

Absolute Digitizing

Absolute Digitizing offers excellent quality embroidery digitizing service

and vector conversion at rock bottom prices. We have an amazing team

of talented digitizers and vector artists who only know to produce the best quality.

Order now and get your complete files ready for production in less than one day.

 

8:00pm

RUSSIAN MASTERS BALLET CAMP - official course of Vaganova Academy

Russian Masters Ballet

Official Course of Vaganova Academy Intensive training in classical

dance based on the original didactics of the Vaganova school of Saint

Petersburg. The course offers a comprehensive curriculum developed by the most

emblematic representatives of the best institution in the field of professional

ballet.

 

8:00pm

AfroDance

Steps On Broadway

Dance with ANGEL KABA. International Creative & Artistic Director, has

been collaborating with artists such as Coolio, Orishas, Kaye Styles,

Rihanna, Kayne West, Taye Diggs and others. Further notable experiences involved

stage/television/commercial performances and dancing for world renowned

brands like Coca Cola, Levi's, Fructis by Garnier, Nutella, Universal, RocNation,

MTV, NBC, and SNAPCHAT. Dance…

 

8:30pm

Apertures, a dance concert, presented by the Lewis Center for the Arts’ Program in

Dance

Lewis Center for the Arts at Princeton, University

Apertures is an evening of two distinctive dance works by Princeton seniors Mei

Geller and Jasmine Rivers. The works question ideas of (in)visibility and imagine

alternative openings beyond dichotomous structures of control. Apertures explores

the interstitial crossroads of multiple identities and ideas and invites the audience

to witness a glimpse of eternal processes of transformation. “please…
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